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MILLENNIAL MOMS
MOMS WITH BUYING POWER
68% of all babies are now born to Millennial Moms, who are part of a
generation with annual buying power of an estimated $170 billion according
to a 2013 Forbes magazine article.
The article — “All Grown Up And Ready To Spend” — describes Millennial
Moms as women who are “unhindered by traditional societal norms”
and “choose to raise their children in their own unique way, picking and
choosing what’s best, taking advice and making it their own.”
While navigating parenthood in this way, Millennial Moms surveyed by
Parents magazine said they wanted to raise kids who exhibit these top
5 values:
1. Honesty
2. Self-esteem
3. Kindness
4. Respect
5. Manners
They want honest children and seek honesty from the brands they support,
as well. We’ll talk about that a bit more later.
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CONNECTING WITH MILLENNIAL MOMS

MILLENNIAL MOM QUICK STATS
•
•
•
•
•

Cooking is the #5 area the Millennial Mom wants advice in.
86% watch online how-to videos.
3/4 of new moms do housework almost every day.
96% read print magazines and newspapers, and magazines are the
preferred place to see advertisements.
81% of Millennial Moms note that shopping is the number one
way they use their smartphone.

MILLENNIAL MOMS DESCRIBE THEMSELVES
Millennial Moms do the typical juggling act of work, family, friends and finding time
for themselves. The busyness stresses them out, but they love it. These Moms love
their lives and are a very happy bunch. Just look at these stats about how Millennial
Moms describe themselves and their lives. Millennial Moms believe in taking care
of themselves. 60% responded that they will always afford items that make them
happy. Perhaps that’s why this is such a contended group of mothers!

What types of products and brand
connections are these busy, stressed,
happy women, focused on raising
honest children for? They’re looking
for honest companies, of course! They
want brands to be helpful, authentic
and tuned into their individuals needs.
Trust is key, and Millennial Moms
need to be able to believe in what
the companies she supports with her
purchases are doing.
Dana Points, Editor-in-Chief of Parents &
American Baby magazines and Meredith
Parents Network, says brands should
be looking for anything they can do

to make these moms’ lives easier.
Acknowledge their confidence and pat
them on the back for it, she advises. Let
them know, “Hey, we see what you’re
doing, we understand what it’s like, and
we’re here to support you.”
One way Parents magazine reaches
out to make busy moms’ lives easier is
monthly top 10 lists. They curate and
customize information as a way to help
Millennial Moms get the information
they want (on top summer vacation
spots, for example) without doing all
the legwork and research.

FONA CAN HELP!
Let FONA’s market insight and research experts translate these trends into product
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category ideas for your brand. They can help you with concept and flavor pipeline
development, ideation, consumer studies and white space analysis to pinpoint
opportunities in the market.
Our flavor and product development experts are also at your service to help meet
the labeling and flavor profile needs for your products to capitalize on this consumer
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trend. We understand how to mesh the complexities of flavor with your brand
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development, technical requirements and regulatory needs to deliver a complete taste
solution. From concept to manufacturing, we’re here every step of the way.
CONTACT OUR SALES SERVICE DEPARTMENT
at 630.578.8600 to request a flavor sample or visit www.fona.com.

